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Dedicated to Sophie and Ava.
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words fall short … seek an understanding

Song of the Universe
Every voice
endless rapture
your …
… voice
oration instilled
creating eternity.
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Preface
Persons with any weight of character carry, like
planets, their atmospheres along with them in
their orbits
Thomas Hardy (The Return of the Native –
1878)
Poetry, more than any other writing, is always
an articulation of the atmospherics of the
author and this is reflected in this selection of
personal poems. The poems were written
between 2001 and 2010.
On reading some of my earlier work I have
been tempted to amend or delete entirely.
After due consideration I have left these poems
unattended of any hindsight correction.
This publication has been created primarily as
a record for family and friends.
I would like to give thanks to friend Alan Watts
for his support from my first excursion into
poetic expression which began as a retirement
exercise.
Likewise for the support of my wife Maureen
for production and publication.
Richard Scutter December 2010
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I Identified
a poetic response to Shelley’s famous poem Ozymandias.

I am I, I am.
I am Ozie and a man.
I am, I am, an Ozie am
King of Kings I am, I am.
I also am you man I am.
I also am you woman am.
I am the you, the you you see the I that is part you in me.
11 February 2008
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Some Creature
dedicated to a special friend

A lion is proud.
A cat self-centered.
A dog fidelity.
But U …
… U R U!
A tiger fierce.
A monkey mischievous.
And a lamb … ba ba.
But U …
…. U R U!
U R quite some creature
rather hard to define.
U R … well … U R …
… but at least U R mine!
And if mine you be
then pure diamond naturally!
15 July 2006
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Stopping One Day
I remember one day in June.
The height of summer and the sun
still rising on one of those days
that calls all nature into song.
Biking the back lanes of the Hampshire
countryside.
Stopping on a bridge over a stream
the clear sparkling chatter below, while beyond
the fields praising their contentment.
3 January 2009
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The Release Word

Rani wearing a protective hood to stop her scratching a
cut nose. She had cause to swear at this irritation.

I tell Rani sit
she sits.
Waiting, she looks at me
expectant.
Waiting, I look at her
she knows, I know.
There is a limit to such decorum from a spoodle
then … the OK release word … flash
movement.
But when you happen to hit your hand with a
hammer
what word releases?
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For the uncultured mind
shit, fuck or Jesus.
The clever take time to make replacement
sugar, figs or Geronemo
For the more cultured mind
those with a refined and genteel taste
a certain moderation of expression is in order
an unfortunate or an ouch
or an under-performing rather nasty.
A rose by any other name
is an emotion by any other word.
The same steam
clamours for escape,
any word secondary.
All head skyways with same substance.
13 June 2007
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Student Love

Cow and Calf rocks, Ilkley, Yorkshire
(Image courtesy of Hilary Thackray)

You who are so good with words
And at keeping things vague
Because I need some of that vagueness now
It's all come back too clearly.
Joan Baez (Diamonds and Rust)
Unlocked by thought and passion
all else gone and dust to dust
this will remain etched forever
if nothing else
part of my existence.
Unlocked by blood
the moon full
and the door shudders
and you, here again.
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Wearing old clothes
coming in from the moors
late in the afternoon, when cold
the horse-brasses and low oak beams
murmur of talk and drifting smoke
rattling of glasses at the bar.
The barman offering pie and peas
leftovers from lunch.
We sit unnoticed by the fireplace
absorbing the warm ambience.
Ebony wet matted hair
dripping on to a Tetleys coaster.
Your anger dissipated with the beer.
I knew we would get back to the road!
… eventually …
Then it was laughter and joking.
Reluctantly the walk down the hill
‘Cow and Calf’ rocks receding in failing light.
Your bus back to the city and night duty,
for me lodgings and books to open.
… Wake-up! - time for bed.
The music has long ended
you have been dreaming.
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All those dirty dishes
they need doing!
then put dog out
and a log for the night.
Turn fire right down low lad
it will rekindle in morning.
Switch off light
it’s far too late.
12 September 2007
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England
a personal reflection

The Cricketers and Cricket Ground, Hartley
Wintney, Hampshire
England, England, England
falling away
like a stone from a cliff.
Taking the plunge, 1969
at 22, in late August
seasons of mists already started.
Making the rounds, family and friends
before the Galileo departure
and the leaving.
Gran saying goodbye forever
and lasting many more years.
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Good-bye to village life, village people.
Good-bye to...
Kunzle cakes, Corona, Tizer
Lyons individual fruit pies
a world of only Marmite
and jumble sales.
Across the common through the oaks
the child sweetshop beeline.
Sherbert lemons, pear drops
9 pence a quarter.
Top shelf chocolate éclairs
a rarity at 1 shilling and a penny-halfpenny
and sugar mice, sweet cigarettes
wine gums, spangles and gobstoppers.
The mouth-watering changing of the colors.
Foreign coins in the vending machine
the guilty feeling lingering
long after the chocolate pleasure.
The weekly bath
and leaving the bath water for others.
Cleaning shoes on the coal bunker.
Waiting for Mr. Baxter to cut hair,
reading Beano.
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Visiting relatives on Sunday afternoons
the interminable waiting
knowing every piece of china
the too familiar pictures.
Listening, listening, listening
to all the old stories
and the bowl of fruit not to be touched
but real afternoon teas.
Selecting from the cake stand
home made brandy snaps
cream from the dairy
jam spooned from silver.
The Grove Family, Dixson of Dock Green
The London Palladium, Desert Island Discs
Top of the Pops, Sunday papers
The News of the World
The family roast, Yorkshire pudding
thumb-print apple pie
white elephant pastry support.
Home made meringues, Bomb Alaska
lard cakes, and suet
dripping and the dig for gravy
tinned peaches from Australia.
Set meal times, cooked meals
Monday mince, Tuesday chops.
The rice pudding blanket.
Feeding the dog under the table.
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Collecting cigarette cards
car numbers, football programs
even golliwogs from marmalade.
Bird’s eggs, blowing eggs
Auntie Len’s impressive collection.
Conkers and conker fights.
Combat with council estate kids
they running away shouting
we won the fight - we won the F I T E.
Elocution lessons.
Day excursions, stopping at the pub
a pint of best bitter please
beer-gardens and Babycham
Smiths crisps with the blue knot inside
pickled onions.
Pickled people back in the bus.
The family week holiday.
Budleigh Salterton, Devon red soil
sitting on flat pebbles, getting changed
avoiding the deck chair attendant
not getting tar on your clothes.
Taking the dog around the field.
Hazelnuts and crabapples
exploring hedgerows, pressed flowers
Father tying his scarlet runners.
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Playing in the hay.
The run-in with the farmer
the threatening pitchfork
Chris wetting his pants twice!
Death in the village.
Drawing the curtains with the sun shining
the slow car procession
up the hill to the old church.
Mother’s Wokingham pilgrimage
Grandpa and Grandma’s grave
pumping fresh water, flower replacement.
Reading names of new arrivals
Inside the church quiet
through the heavy wood door, thick stone
disturbing the enclosed musty air
distilled through centuries.
Pub life at the The Cricketers
meeting place to village youth.
Watching local cricket
commentaries by John Arlott.
Playing with kids on the green
while darts and crib
Watneys red label, lager and lime
brightened the background twilight.
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Accidents on the A30.
The road that cut the village
a challenge to cross in summer
the constant London coastal push.
The great danger of owning a motorbike
parental concern.
Squirrels and wood pigeons.
Shuffling through leaves
fogs, bonfire night, jumping jacks.
Rugging up, defrosting hands
the welcome fireplace.
Roasting chestnuts
Christmas
making decorations
gathering holly, the preparation
the expectation.
In the evening the family gathering
with Uncle Norman on Violin
Molly at piano and all trying to sing
while Denis orchestrated
the festive joviality with his words.
And then the snow falling
falling across the village
falling across fields and homes.
Watching the flakes, massing together
slowly entrapping, changing the world.
The first thick fall of Winter.
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Then stepping out
to a new world
before the yellow and the slush.
England, England, England
falling away
like a stone from a cliff . . .
and never reaching the bottom.
12 April 2006
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Press Releases
On 18 April 1945 …
into this world
an angel.
On 23 December 1946 …
into this world
unknowing, a total stranger.
On 15 July 1972 …
a serious collision
couple entangled.
Latest update …
both doing quite well
in the hospital of married life no parties pressing a release.
13 June 2007
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Special Day
Churinga red marked …
and the rain
do you remember the rain.
Reaching The Steampacket
late in the day
with that huge fire burning
and ‘Old Norm’
being part of the fixtures.
But now embers reflective fly
sparking the daily mundane
with intensity magnified by the years
pokes at a certain perpetuity.
While we pause a moment
share an internal smile
a quiet joy envelops.
15 July 2007
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On a Visit to Mum
I remember well the warmth of the morning
the sun brilliant in a clear sky.
An early Spring blessing
all Sydney a dancing.
We parked the car, pressed the button
to announce our arrival and gain access
to another world, Mum’s world
the closed world of the aged.
Quietly enter her room and she asleep
in the final cell of her being.
We sat until she stirred.
Her eyes opened, registering
weeping involuntarily, we gave a tissue.
She studied our presence while
trying to fold the tissue carefully like linen.
Then slowly formed her words …
‘you have a pretty face’
invoking her daughter’s response …
‘you created it Mum’!
We walked her to a seat on the veranda
with others in various vacuous states.
Then leaving with a kiss implanted, we
turned to look back from the road.
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I remember the sun highlighting her face
she waved to us - like her old self again.
Being surprised by such vigour
it stayed in my mind, she still had
that touch of defiance.
She wanted to say her goodbye.
We parted for the crowded city
but for her, a new journey and Dad was waiting.
11 August 2006
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In Another Life
In another life I will whisk you away
in my red hot cherry Honda
to sip capo chino champagne at The Bakehouse
and act as though we are in love again.
But today I have to peel the potatoes
and queen Rani beckons with her bark
and she is the one who must be obeyed.
I have a bone to pick with her
respect our blue-tongues1 or I will see red.
In another life we will sip tea with oranges
talk of China and the taking of the train to Tibet
plan an oriental escape from Bridge at the Bay,
U3A2, Dante, Hell and Purgatory will all
disappear.
In the meantime there are a few wrinkles in my
shirt
and what is this funny mark on the iron
I haven’t seen that before!
I wonder how it could have got there.
One of the great mysteries of civilisation.
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In another life we will pack the old hamper
buy endless varieties of sausage
find a secluded spot for bar-b-que at Pebbly
Beach
and huddle in winter sun whispering nothings.
But the day is devoted to dusting and cleaning.
Did you know the vacuum cleaner was full,
I have just noticed it
it’s just totally fascinating,
discovering something new every day.
In another life you will be here again
your smile will spread across my face
and laughter fill this empty room.
14 February 2007

Footnote –
1Blue-tongues –

common lizard with distintive blue
tonque
2U3A – University of the third age
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Closing the Door
for Maureen on her departure from Black Mountain
School

Maureen at a Crookwell Open Garden, October 2004

The door opens again
and with a reflective eye
from another room
that enormous space diminishes.
Then school took full focus
a life outside the public eye
always an uneasy internment
with each day different, yet the same.
When early morning music
brought a certain comfort
chided the empty class room,
the lull before the student storm.
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Broken bodies and dismembered minds
constrained by circumstance
seeing a world strange, magical
forever changing, never understanding.
As teacher accepting the errant situation
but setting standards with tolerance, love
to bring structure, modify behavior
and hope for some respite.
Personal survival an achievement
where self was never sufficient
dependent always on support from others
while giving back to grow communal care.
Student achievement, pure survival
the skills to cope in daily life
a meaning to a life so different
and always fragile their existence.
But as this door now closes softly
light carries forward on the journey,
memories to cherish with a smile
thank you for the times we shared.
28 November 2005
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Marriage Mathematics
Each one bending
to a heavenly plus
couple greater value
1 + 1 = 3 + ...
... and serious, if a series starts!
But the minus of hell
when one leaves
and there is naught left
2–1=0
18 June 2007
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Beauty

Our Macquarie garden, Dec 04, before redevelopment in
2007.
Roses are courtesy of Denise.

If beauty be a word what be it
beauty itself, an image.
Perhaps a rose more beauteous be
if draped in dreams of good
precious things, bright, true and pure.
Distilled in morning mist
or held in the still of evening,
in quiet reflective moments
beauty makes beauty beam.
If then it is a thought
it is the thought of you
all that you are
a word from which life doeth spark –
stars fly from the ember fire
in me again your glory glow.
18 April 2006
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Sacred Ground
for Vlado, family and friends of Trent

Memorial at Traffic Lights, Batehaven

Defined by blood this place
spring air taken away
the lights set red.
They came late Saturday
to an empty intersection
the outpouring of grief.
Messages and tied flowers
personal tributes, names
a photograph - their memorial.
But more than a name was left
ingrained in the ground
the lights set red
25 September 2005
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Awake My Love

Early Morning at Caseys Beach, Batehaven NSW

Take my hand a bird is singing
golden touch of light is ringing
morning breathes above the sea
promise kept for you and me.
Gentle wind is slowly lifting
misty cloud a veil uplifting
voices rise into the day
give response to what they say.
Strive to serve to love the living
gift on gift enhance the giving
whisper softly in my ear
precious words I need to hear Now evening rain is quietly falling
answer to a prayer befalling.
18 April 2004
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Partnership Play1
Partner, partner – a clever bid!
Opponents now are forced to four
they will be hard pressed for one trick more.
Four cards to play.
Declarer has two more to get
my partner’s partner starts to sweat.
The contract is cold, ice cold.
On table is club ace and queen
with my king caught in-between.
Unbelievable, Declarer’s squandered his entry.
Now he’s in a right old fix
he can’t make two sure club tricks.
My partner wins the ace of spades.
Partner - I can rely on you
Partner - you know what to do!
Partner slowly places a card upon the table.
A club, a club - a club is led!
My club king is sandwiched dead!
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Partner, partner – that’s not clever!
Partner’s partner sends a frown
and our Bridge goes falling down!
20 August 2005

Footnote 1No

inference should be made from this poem on the
nature of current or previous Bridge partnerships. The
aim of Bridge is always to bring out the best in your
partner.
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Sophie Says

Sophie Scutter, dreaming of things to come

Not a little
but a lot
to those sensing
any sound.
Suck
suck
slurp
occasional burp.
I’m in baby heaven,
my bar-lady
makes a double
no barman can emulate.
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Soft soporific sounds
a sigh
slide to sleep
shut eye.
So, so good
Sophie says
so, so good –
but dreams of chocolate pies!
25 December 2004
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Ava Avarice

Ava, age 3, on the go. Exploring at Batehaven, June
2010

Avail your eyes and ears
all senses to the fore
afar an avatar
is flying down our hall.
So unstoppable
for from her very first second
she screamed her need
for air, food – I’m here!
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But now that she’s three
and with a blonde-hair-trailing-passage
and spinning like Angelina ballerina
she sets her own traffic-lights alight.
Quick, be on your guard!
she’s about to storm the study,
the avant-garde generator
of the new generation.
15 June 2010
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Brain Surgery (for John)
Are you sure?
It is the best choice, we have all agreed.
Have you thought everything through?
Lying here in this ward has given me plenty of
time.
Has everything been explained?
I know all I need too.
Are you happy with the surgeon?
We have shared several hours together.
And the pain?
That is behind me.
Are you frightened?
I was at first, but not now.
And when you wake up ... ?
I will still be me, that will never change.
Anything else to do?
No, I have done everything.
It is time to go?
Yes.
I’ll see you tomorrow?
You will be with me.
15 June 2005
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Home
The inviolate temple
core of her being.
A sacred sanctuary
built over a lifetime.
Impenetrable gold.
The tent-door flaps
restless in the morning breeze.
The fine membrane,
a silken shadow in the sun,
memory to her being –
She has gone home.
12 April 2006
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Animal Accident

Kangaroos at South Durras NSW

Empty night road
stars with the moon off centre.
Talking of people met, then
bigger than a Qantas1 tail plane
highlighted by car light
it was before the windscreen.
Inevitable as judgement day
Tony shouting Kangaroo
the brake screech
rubber hot into the road
and thud!
Shocked stillness.
Dark paddocks alongside
the parked car steaming
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and we on centre stage
enter the evening chill.
Inspect the damaged bonnet,
radiator intact and car driveable.
The Roo lying in right hand lane
motionless except for a watery eye
alive to our movement.
Dragging the broken body
clearing the road for traffic
streaking her wet internals.
Our car disappears.
The countryside reclaims the night.
The grass verge cradles a dying animal.
There will be no flowers.
19 June 2006

Footnotes
1Qantas

- Australian airline

Accidents involving kangaroos are common in rural
areas of Australia. An organisation called WIRES
(Wildlife Injury Rescue Emergency Service) exists to
help injured animals.
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Birthday Bill
for Bill Mahoney's 50th Birthday

Bill Mahoney, Master leadlighter

We know not the origin,
the time when The cartoon was forged by another hand.
But as the pieces are given, one by one
to form the vision splendid, we
appreciate this craftsman as he works
the glories of his glass, into
each colored contoured part
filling another anniversary, and
reflect on
days measured
by the cutting of the pane
the seeing through the stain
the colours that now remain
fifty fold.
18 October 2002
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Selected Haiku
On beauty …
Flower unfolding
slow saunder to center stage
flaunting her colours
--------------------------------A bright top spinning
her dramatic trailing dress
entrancing diamond
--------------------------------21 July 2006

On death …
Casting your shadow
with each birth a use-by stamp
mandatory attachment
--------------------------------The day before foot surgery …
Tomorrow clouds the day
surgeon and toes colliding
temporary block of sun
March 2009
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Tessa
May 1984 – December 2001

Tessa and Judy at Floriade, Canberra, September 1988

There’s a hole in my garden
there’s a hole in my heart,
for Tessa has gone
and now we’re apart.
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But I’ll fill it with memories
of the times that we knew,
when the sun would shine brightly
and a bone you would chew.
You will live in my heart
to the end of my day,
you will wag your tail smartly
with me you will play.
There’s a hole in my garden
there’s a hole in my heart,
but Tessa’s still with me
when I hear a bark.
15 December 2001
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Red Hat
Red hat take a bow
red hat - you’re where it’s at.
Soft satin and velveteen
shiny glitter in between,
ostrich feathers to catch the eye
look - ‘look at me’ you cry.
Brimming bright with face aglow
you are here to steal the show,
you bubble by bright and sure
doyenne of the dancing floor.
Focal point for fun and play
for excitement head this way,
but at the end of your twirling day
carefully you’re boxed away.
12 June 2006
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I Let Your Beauty

Maureen ... from an early studio portrait

I let your beauty
touch my mind
and stand stunned,
in awe.
Eternity comes
and goes,
and still I gaze
in wonder.
My cup fills over
and tears of joy
distill as rain
as a silver mist.
You are here today,
tomorrow, forever
bringing new life,
creating all that is good.
Easter 2001
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Trash and Treasure

Judy and Brian, Towoon Bay, NSW 1984

The sea sighs
stretches out a hand
dies
returns to move fingers through the same
glove.
Dry sand shrinks
the trailing thread line links
across the amber as far as it can touch this
time
depositing debris.
Wrapped presents
wait with stone and shell
in the drying brightness
camouflaged for creation.
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Footsteps stop
two children undo
find
something of value
left behind.
25 December 2001

Footnote
Towoon Bay near Gosford has special significance.
Maureen's maternal grand-parents (Emily and Len)
retired here, and Maureen can remember visiting them
as a child.
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If - Bedroom Story for a Granddaughter
If John sneaks down at midnight and
eats all the chocolate tart
Go to page 16.
If Sue gets a lovely little pet dog
called Beauty on her birthday
Go to page 3.
If Mummy finds out John has eaten all
the tart and sends John to his room
Go to page 66.
If Sue gets invited to go on a picnic
with her friend Jane, and of course Beauty
Go to page 23.
If John, Sue, Jane, Mummy, Daddy, Aunty Flo,
… and of course Beauty
are all run down by a very large red truck,
then it is time to close the book.
For eyes are now shut and
angels are singing in heaven.
The final ritual
a kiss on the forehead.
9 January 2008
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A Breath of Air
You saw me before I was born,
the days allotted to me
had all been recorded in your book,
before any of them ever began.
Psalm 139 v16
A breath of air
one breath
one breath of life, and gone.
Untainted by this World
your fragile existence
held the form of a perfect body,
gave a testimony to life.
A value magnified
in the painful enormity
of the shattered lives of family
in the struggle
of your precious gift.
A glimpse of being
more important than the stars
A breath of air
one breath,
one breath of life, and gone.
Forever remembered.
9 April 2008
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The Whole Wide World

A totally happy Sophie

Her eyes sparkle total happiness
at 5 years she speaks with some authority
‘I love the whole wide world’
‘I love the whole wide world’
and repeats again as her arms circle the air
‘I love everything in the whole wide world’.
She radiates an innocence that unnerves.
At my age the world is not virgin snow!
She has forgotten her disappointment
at not being invited to Dylan’s party.
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‘I love you Grandad, and Gran!
and everybody in the whole wide world’
I respond ‘I love this world too’
and agree anew with her young view.
This old world ages with impressible beauty,
irrepressible magic.
23 April 2010
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Tiger Tiger
A third birthday poem

Sophie after face painting, Floriade, Spring Flower
Festival
Commonwealth Gardens Canberra, October 2007

Tiger tiger burnt out mite,
Sophie Sophie sleeping tight.
In thirteen years you’ll claw and bite
and give your mum a restless night.
30 November 2007
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A Rare Sighting

Murramarang National Park, South Durras NSW

Caught in it’s natural habitat
Maureen quick to capture
at South Durras, before disturbed.
This indeed a very rare specimen
yes!, none other than a …
Eucalyptus Animalatta Rhinosnorta!
Notice in particular the
circular markings on the trumpeted snorter,
sign of growth struggle in early life.
Yachts off the coast of northern Queensland
in an electronic scan of images
would surely wonder at such a find!
12 June 2007
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Daintree Drowning
Three days at Thornton Beach Bungalows

Thornton Beach, Daintree National Park, Queensland

As on the moon untouched
we step into sifting winter rain.
Sixty million years of rainforest wilderness.
The endless down-drip green dispersion
as dank moist exudes from the gorged
undergrowth.
In summer a metre can fall in half an hour
our thoughts are awash by such enormity.
It is not man that disturbs the upright
integrity
water and wind weep down in continual
amendment
while trees fight back skywards in tropical
adjustment.
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Each night we drown in the ceaseless seasound.
The wave-sigh flowing over our inert bodies
while the canopy combines wet-shaking its
intimacy
with intermittent Morse-splatter on metal.
The window riddles and rattles in back-chat.
On the last day, and well before dawn
we arise in total darkness with wild
expectation.
Walking passed the estuarine crocodile sign
we explore the open beach.
Our appointment with a cassowary is not
reciprocated.
12 August 2010
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At The End Of The Day
In memory of Ron

The last time he went to church
he couldn’t sneak out for a fag
slip into a secret sleep in the sermon
do crosswords as a choir boy
or wonder at the fruit on Mrs. Brimacombe’s
hat
no, this time it was decidedly different.
He had to lie back in silence
but at least he had his own space
and for once in his life
he had himself to himself
with no one to make demands
and today there was no offering to organise.
He didn’t hear all the talk and testimonies
the subject matter a little too familiar
he would have been embarrassed
appropriate that this was hidden from him
though he would have appreciated
the playing of the piano by his grandson.
More than eighty summers were molded in his
being
cucumber sandwiches, church fetes
the odd game of tennis with other parishioners
family camps at the beach, fishing trips
and card games to the early hours,
yarns and cards very much his game.
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Eighty winters of fireside fellowship
in the communion of church circles
but he hadn’t been one for academia
they could keep all them books!
God was within, to be experienced.
Always part of his daily dialogue.
But the service was now ending
the church reclaiming an austere chilliness
the congregation quietly departing
into bright light and morning sun
his grandson last, turning
shutting the heavy church door.
11 July 2007
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Appropriate Closure1

Mum Celebrating her 88th Birthday

Arriving with plenty of time to spare
perhaps in common with those around
there is a certain calm from the sprawling
lawns
against the backdrop of the motorway drone.
The mind is again sedated by a garden.
The memorials and landscaped grounds
remain impervious to the residential push
and a steady stream of cars roll
respectfully through the sedentary gates
into this sacred space.
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There is time to locate the plaque,
in the peace garden, Dad’s name and dates
remove an intrusive weed, never tolerated
and gather windblown purple petals
to fill the concrete flower well
A dead rabbit lies near the chapel buildings.
Such a surprise to stumble upon
perhaps a child’s precious pet
left the last day of the school holidays
hopeful of finding a fitting finish.
The preceding service has ended.
A service for a service person
with a guard of honour in full dress.
Next our turn, our family and friends
congregate, give recognition in the winter chill.
The gathering is ushered into the chapel.
The focus is on Mum on centre stage,
the curtains opened on her life.
Personal memories pass like a train,
the pain and joy of each connection.
Mum’s large family always first
‘ is there anything I can do for yous’
and when taken out to lunch in later life
her needs quite simple, her attention given
to a small child at an adjoining table.
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A great granddaughter holds a flower
unknowing of the occasion.
In closing days Mum too without awareness
as the love and support of those around
wrapped her warm, close, safe.
The singing of the last song, Mum’s choice
‘ what a wonderful world’.
The simple pleasures found from serving
wonderful to her, wonderful to those who knew
her
her station reached, the journey over.
In the garden a bouquet of white roses
is gently placed against the plaque
and the final mystery of life
lifts like a wedding veil
coupled in the mind of the living.
20 July 2007

Footnote
Evelyn Dalzell (Harrison) 1/3/1918 – 14/7/2007
1From

the service at Pinegrove Crematorium and
Cemetery Sydney
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Capital Seasons1
In Canberra each season begins with a Capital.
The four bold acts ignore dress-rehearsals.
In the dead-shock deep of winter
the low-swung blue sun effaces.
In the bud-blossom break of spring
the young-fun yellow sun smiles.
In the oven-press high of summer
the bee-stung red sun burns.
In the after-taste still of autumn
the gentle-face gold sun sighs.
This continual role play often draws the
curtains
to catch a Canberra citizen
acting2 out of position.
24 May 2009
Footnote
1 June 1 September 1 December 1 March.
servants are re-known for acting outside their
normal job holding.
1

2Public
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Ulladulla Fun Run
Easter Sunday 2006 - Blessing of the Fleet1.

Bright autumn sun warms
harbour parking spaces
trestle-table procured.
Runners like cars collecting
at early morning traffic lights
stretch out the minutes
idle a conversation
change down for action.
Red shirted Ulladulla Rats2
bodies honed by discipline
sinewy and tough, more weathered
than the decorated fishing boats
pit against fresh young limbs
eagerly chattering but not so seasoned
their smooth clean cut lines
unknown measure to the task ahead.
Green light - and away.
Fast movers are quick to tackle
the filter at the gate
while the cautious well heeled
slow to make the grade.
I watch the front line disappear
in headland track and bush,
then make the turn before the marshal.
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Challenged by a female back
‘If you can read this you are losing’
sends the body into overdrive.
The corner rounded and a sighting
of stolid rat in steady stride.
Sufficient time to out-maneuver.
Show no mercy, hold the pace
down the pavement to the park.
Then everyone glad to be home.
bodies dripping and talking fast.
Over-run or not, the run now over,
fun remains for those with fuel.
A red red-rat shakes hands
and a polite enquiry as to age
Seniority justifying his position,
then to the next rat assembly invited.
And the fleet bobbing in the background
unduly clean in their church best
bottoms slapping wet
still waiting for their blessing.
10 May 2006
Footnotes
The blessing of the fishing fleet, an annual Easter
event at Ulladulla, NSW.
2 Ulladulla Rats – a local running group.
1
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No Emergency Now

View from Suicide Seat
In memory of precious lives lost by suicide
Donated by survivors, Weston Park, Canberra

Although the world is full of suffering
It is full also of the overcoming of it
Helen Keller (the inscription on the seat)
On this early foresaken morning
the sun is yet to make impression,
there is no warmth to this part of day.
There are no children floundering out of
parental eye,
nor bathers out of depth in deep distress.
The life-line stands redundant in the chill air.
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Winter is always a removalist
as nature takes a sleeping tablet.
While across the far side of the lake
the wind is stirring life to water
and people are gathering at a picnic shelter.
.
From the dead-still of a reflective moment
I move away into the living morning
and shake off these lines that entangle.
8 June 2010
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Early Morning Run – Batehaven

Corrigans Beach Batehaven, Looking down the beach at
the turn before the home hill, October 2003

Open the door quietly as you do up a shoe
No light is needed; you know what to do
Close the door quickly before there’s a stew
Reach down and tie the other one too
Skip down the steps to the grass and the dew
Open the gate - it opens to you
You’re king of the morning of the dim empty
street
Homes with front gardens are edge to your feet
Start moving slowly the cool air is sweet
Far now forgotten the warmth of the sheet
You acknowledge another’s ‘Good Morning’
greet
Hi John and hi Jane and I think that’s old Pete
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Cross the road carefully to a track between
trees
Providing a path through littered gum leaves
While high overhead there’s a hint of a breeze
It moves with your body and bends with your
knees
Then all of a sudden you announce a sharp
sneeze
The hanky’s not handy but your shirt has two
sleeves
Out from the bush back to busier homes
Suburbia stirs as you stir up some stones
Children in school clothes and disinterested
gnomes
An elderly lady in bright purple tones
While downward strides make mask to the
moans
Of those tiring muscles and aging old bones
Cross the park to breathe the beach and the
sea
The soft sand and sun sap away energy
Inquisitive dogs decide to roam free
You join them and share in their found liberty
The beach is the place, the best place to be
But it’s right at the road to end the journey
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Up the home hill, you’re glad there’s no more
Come the last corner, you slow but you’re sure
Another runs done, one more to the score
Another runs done and you’re done to the core!
You swing open the gate; a note’s pinned to the
door
‘Gone shopping today, be back about four’.
10 October 2003
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After Sunday Lunch
Words tap softly on the shoulder
as always, unexpected
seeking recognition before
receding into drowsiness
fortunately they come back
at a more convenient hour
when someone is home
and the mind less a mess
surely the important ones decide
to rise rekindling the original thought
the striking of a match
which failed at first attempt
and I have a firm conviction
that the second showing
will be far brighter than
the flame that did not form
so sitting back and
with a yawn . . .
I make no excuses –
for remaining at rest,
not picking up a pen,
for keeping the page pure,
for falling fast
..
.
Monday afternoon 17 February 2003
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Autumn Air on Mt Painter
The apple crispness
presents with cutting clarity
the early morning light
yielding its muted colours
in rediscovery of shape and form.
Nature is transmuted
in a spider-spun fragility
the Brindabella amphitheatre redefining
while in the valley sweep
horses steam in slow movement.
A kingdom of thistle heads
their crowns pillaged
and washed thin of colour
stand testimony to the heady days
of the hot summer-party.
Far below
cars collect at traffic lights
give a distant murmur
token to another world
unknowing of this ephemeral magic.
A certain peace prevails
caught in the calm
after-taste of summer
a breath of quiet surrender
lingers a gentle submission.
9 April 2008
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Green to Brown

Mount Painter, Canberra - in October and then
December.
Canberra experienced record heat in November 2009
with an average day temperature throughout the month
around 30 degrees.
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This is no gentle autumn smile
to colour the slip of an ageing year
and after the cool generosity
of early spring rain
there was a certain prospect
that the greening of the land
was more than just a transient flush
but dashed in days
this frown of burning brown
colours more than the changing hills
as the thought of summer heat
sweats at an already exhausted body.
20 November 2009
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Snow

Snow rarely invades Canberra: Our Latham home, Oct
1998

Snow is a thief taking away
swallowing all from above.
Snow, blinding the eye in white light
perjuring knowledge of ground.
Snow, an endless parachute progression
combines in a snow-coalesce.
Snow, unperturbed, stealing possession
providing a cover-up lie.
Opening to oblique obscurity
losing herself in herself
thickens her skin till exhausted
then drifts into sleep.
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Snow is a ghost over-dressed
dissolute with increasing degrees.
Snow, fine fraying her margins
teasing all she surrounds.
Snow, glib gossamer in her going
stretching her clothing to threads.
Snow, glass splintering ground
trembling in anorexic fright.
Receding with waste watery eyes
reveals all by losing her body
and dissolves in a sparkle of ice.
Returns the ordinary and mundane
25 August 2010
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Cape Foulwind1 Walk

Cape Foulwind, near Westport, New Zealand South
Island

On a summer day winter crowds-in to
submerge
the sky and sea sweep together enclosing
thoughts.
No imagination is needed for this foul named
place,
this country continually perforated by wind
driven rain.
The weather deepens impregnating every
footstep.
The old gortex has had its day and dampens
from theinside,
but the path is set along the cliffs to the
promised sight of seals
2
as wekas scout around before darting to their
rabbit hole existence.
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Then that point is reached when saturated by
the wet,
there is a resigned acceptance absorbed to the
conditions,
but when wailing guttural sounds waft up in
the squall
thoughts turn inside out to the rocks far below.
Oblivious of any impending storm, with thick
skin immunity,
at home, on vacant rock spaces, in water hole
pools,
and indolent in the continual spray of the
Tasman chunder,
the seals slub around regardless, in elemental
play.
15 March 2010

Footnote
1Cape

Foulwind is on the New Zealand west coast 20km
from the town of Westport.
2Weka – large flighless New Zealand bird
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Obsession
No, no, you can’t use the computer at the
moment.
I’ve only just logged on … you had it all
morning
I’ve only done the first line, come on!
Yes, yes … I know we’re going out to lunch!
Its not eleven yet, interruptions …
interruptions … interruptions … not a
moments peace!
No, no … I don’t want anything from the shops,
yes, that will be lovely, … see you later … bye.
At last, I can finish this …
if the stupid dog doesn’t stop barking
what the hell is she barking at …
Alright, alright, alright … just give me five.
All I need is the bloody telephone to go
then I’ll never complete this last line.
22 April 2009
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Memories
The shadowed fragments of life.
A faded photograph, an empty glass.
The bitter sweet after taste
of mind conjured thoughts.
Dulled by time’s forward march
life pauses for a forced replay
the poking of the evening embers
the glow gone and dust to dust.
In the morning the sun dissolves.
History moves back underground.
Rejoice in another day to be lived
to be remembered or not.
But you are with me always,
gold vein in the rock of my days.
12 September 2007
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The Two of Us
Like death
the two of us
you and me
in the empty room.
Beyond the empty room
the removal of dead flowers
the quietening footsteps
and the distancing of our tomorrows.
Beyond understanding
within the very web of life
the rising of the veil
and the overlap of our eternities.
Beyond imagination
in the comet-lit electric shock
of the star spangled universe
we restructure our heavens.
And like death
there's always
the two of us.
You and me
14 November 2007
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You and Me
Words fall short
scattered fragments
seek an understanding
leaving the sky to the stars.
In the fleeting moment
that imperceptible touch
of the you that is me
in the me that is you.
And from this brief encounter
in the forever that lasts an eternity
love is never lost
in the open book of life
14 November 2007
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